Oregon Heritage Virtual Conference: The Power of Heritage
Morning walk/coffee listening pleasure!
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It Did Happen Here - It Did Happen Here is an independently produced podcast that documents
the fight against racist white skinheads in the 1980’s and 90’s. The 11 episodes feature
interviews with many people who worked together in those days and reveal the unlikely
collaboration between groups of immigrants, civil rights activists, militant youth and queer
organizers who came together to successfully confront neo-nazi violence and right wing
organizing in the Rose City.
Explore Oregon - Powered by the Statesman Journal, Explore Oregon shares everything you
need to know about exploring the great outdoors in Oregon, including where to camp, hike, bike
and more.
Hear in the Gorge - This radio-documentary-style podcast shares the compelling, untold stories
of the cultural history and life in the Columbia River Gorge region. These episodes are audio
companions to the acclaimed Gorge Owned Sense of Place lecture series, which delves into the
stories unique to the Gorge.
Reframing History – A project of the Association for State and Local History (AASLH) to explore a
productive public conversation about history.
Practical Preservation - For a podcast that truly gets into the nitty-gritty of the
preservation trades, it’s hard to go wrong with Practical Preservation. Produced by
Lancaster, Pennsylvania-based historic preservation firm Keperling Preservation Services,
the show features interviews with a variety of guests from the world of historic
preservation.
Archives in Context – The podcast archives and people behind them, SAA.
Archaeology Podcast Network – Access a variety of archaeology focused podcasts.
Indigenous Voices Podcast - from Fort Nisqually Living History Museum is all about Northwest
stories told by Indigenous voices.
Museum J.E.D.I. Show – A podcast of Museum Justice. Equity. Diversity. Inclusion. “The
intersection of museums and social justice.:
Museum Confidential - From the Philbrook Museum in Oklahoma in partnership with Public
Radio Tulsa comes a great podcast comes Museum Confidential, a behind-the-scenes look at
museums. Topics vary widely, but have a general focus on art museums in the mid-West region.
Museum Archipelago - Hosted by Ian Elsner, Museum Archipelago has a new podcast every
other Monday and calls itself “your audio guide through the landscape of museums.” It focuses
on examining history, visiting new institutions, and interviewing museum people as part of
understanding what being a great museum means.
The C-Word - Who knew conservators were so funny? Well, they’re British so that makes them
adorable from the start. Kloe Rumsey and Jenny Mathisson host this podcast that talks about all
things from the perspective of conservation professionals.
Queering Museums - A podcast series about the LGBTQ museum and gallery workers that are
bringing queer stories to life in cultural spaces.
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Museum People Podcast - Created by the New England Museum Association and hosted by Dan
Yaeger and Marieke van Dam, this podcast celebrates individuals connected with the museum
field by highlighting their work, passions, opinions, and personalities. It has a wide-range of
subject matter that includes advocacy, current trends in the field and behind the scenes looks at
New England museums.
The Architecture Happy Hour - Hosted by Laura Davis and Holly Hall, principals at the
design firm hpd architecture + interiors, The Architecture Happy Hour is a light-hearted
show with loads of helpful home renovation tips.
US Modernist Radio - Modern architecture often adheres to the idea that “form follows
function,” but the creators of US Modernist Radio enjoy having fun with form too. The show
features energetic conversations with people who design, preserve, and enjoy Midcentury
Modernism.
Sidedoor - If you’ve ever felt like museums held far more stories than their exhibits had
space for, Sidedoor is the podcast for you. It takes readers behind the scenes of the
Smithsonian in Washington, D.C., exploring topics as diverse as gentrification in
America and the influence of the Hawaiian steel guitar on popular music. Most of the
Smithsonian’s 154 million objects will never be shown to the public, but they all have
stories to tell.
True Tales from Old Houses - When it comes to owning and maintaining an old house,
there’s plenty of joy but also frustration. Hosts (and historic house owners) Stacy
Grinsfelder and Devyn Caldwell know that as well as anyone. Each episode features the
pair sharing their latest old-house experiences, answering questions from listeners, and
interviewing fellow homeowners, craftspeople, and preservationists. The first one took
Grinsfelder a year to publish and includes an interview with an archaeologist who found
60 years’ worth of artifacts in the fireplace of his home.
Shaping Cities - As its name suggests, Shaping Cities is geared toward professionals
whose work impacts the built environment. The latest episode contains an interview with
Sehila Mota Casper, a senior field officer at the National Trust. Casper and podcast host
Erik Felix discuss common misconceptions about historic preservation, resources
available to homeowners who can't afford to rehabilitate their homes, and more.
Storycorps
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National Trust for Historic Preservation (@savingplaces channel on Spotify)
o Preservation Playlist
o Celebrate Preservation Month
Florida Trust for Historic Preservation (@mswylie on Spotify)
o Preservation Playlist
Songs for Archaeologists (Spotify)
Museum of Modern Art
o Art Tunes

